Introduction
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a frequently used method applicable also to biological studies due to its capability of measuring in native environment. Sharp Si, Si 3 N 4 or C (carbon nanotubes, diamond, diamond coated) cantilevers repeatedly touching a sample are used in this method as sensitive probes. It is possible to control the interaction between the tip and the sample in order to make less invasive measurements or, conversely, to modify the sample. However, AFM images often contain features which are not present on the sample in reality, but are a direct result of the measurements itself. Such structures or features are denoted as artifacts. The artifacts arise from various reasons. Some of them can be avoided during measurements, other ones are inherent. The artifacts shown in this chapter are divided into several categories based on the part of AFM which is responsible for them. Examples of many artifacts are presented and their reasons are explained. This chapter will be helpful for AFM users who observe strange effects, presumably related to the AFM technique, but do not know their reason. This chapter can also answer questions about the validity of imaged features as well as their accuracy.
AFM is commonly used in biology to study proteins (Ukraintsev et al., 2007; Rezek et al., 2009) , peptides (Kransnoslobodtsev et al., 2005) , DNA (Hamon et al., 2007) , tissues (Graham et al., 2010) , viruses (Kuznetsov et al., 2003) and living cells (H. X. You & Yu, 1999) . The possibility to perform such measurements in situ is the main advantage of this technique. On the other hand, optical and electron microscopy are not so often used for environmental examination in biology. More specifically, optical and fluorescence microscopy are usually applied on stained cells because non-stained cells are practically transparent. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) measurements are usually performed on dried samples with a few exceptions employing environmental SEM (Hawkes, 1988) . Another important factor is high spatial resolution; for example, AFM can resolve individual spread molecules of ssDNA (Klinov et al., 2009) or even the morphology of upright dsDNA molecules .
In situ studies of soft matter in a solution can reveal different protein conformations, which are not detectable in air (Moreno-Herrero et al., 2004; Rezek et al. 2009 . Besides, cell morphology in an air and in a medium is different. However, AFM imaging in solution can be difficult since the tip-molecule interaction must be tuned to be weaker than the molecule-substrate interaction. Van der Waals forces are screened off in liquids, making Using AFM, one can in situ study not only cell morphology (H. X. You & Yu, 1999) , but also mechanical properties of an individual cell (Müller et al., 2009 ). For cells attached to a sample, the force scanning method produces high-resolution spatial modulus map (Darling, 2011) and force spectroscopy reveals elastic and adhesive properties of cell membranes (Volle et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2009 ). For cells attached to a cantilever, the force spectroscopy method gives information about the interaction between cells and diamond surfaces with different chemistry (Chong et al., 2007; Helenius et al., 2008) .
However, AFM has some disadvantages. First of all, it is an invasive method (H. X. You & Yu, 1999 ) with a few exceptions like non-contact mode measurements in vacuum (Maeda et al., 1999) and in solution (Checco et al., 2006) . Usually, the influence is undesirable, but in some cases it has potential. For example, AFM tip can be used as a "nanoscalpel" or "nanoneedle" for surgery of biological cells (Beard, Gordeev & Guy, 2011) or as a spade to remove proteins from the surface . Second, it is a slow method. Nevertheless, it is possible to measure much faster using either a small cantilever (Crampton et al., 2007) , spiral scanning (Mahmood & Moheimani, 2009) or contact mode (CM) with controllable force (Choi et al., 2008) . Third, an AFM image does not always correspond to real morphology (Ricci & Braga, 2003; Su, Wei & Liu, 2005; Eaton, 2010) . One can even postulate that the real morphology always differs from the shape measured by AFM.
AFM is a commonly used technique with applications in different fields; however, only a limited number of articles has been published about AFM artifacts (Kühle et al., 1998; Ricci & Braga, 2003; Velegol et al., 2003; Eaton, 2010; . A number of artifacts related to the study of cells were analyzed and the influence of different AFM parameters (scanning mode, tip shape) on measured parameters (cellular volume, particles height) were discussed (Wu et al., 2008) . Artificially formed features can be divided into four categories: artifacts related to the tip, to the scanner, to the sample and artifacts related to the interaction between them.
For example, an artifact related to the tip is the so-called double tip (Y. Chen et al., 2004) . A finite tip radius and a pyramidal tip shape causes broadening of the image (Klinov et al., 2009 ) and shadows around high objects, respectively (Velegol et al., 2003) . Piezoelectric creep, thermal drift and scanner-induced vibrations are the main problems associated with the scanner. They can cause the distortion of the image and additional noise (Mahmood & Moheimani, 2009 ). The sample can be too sticky or too soft. In this case, artifacts due to multiple probe-sample contact points occur (Morton et al., 2003; Sokolov, 2007) . AFM image of a charged nonconductive sample may not correspond to topography. Charge distribution measured by AFM may not fully correspond to the real charge distribution (Lambert, Guthmann & Saint-Jean, 2003) . A "contrast reversal" artifact is an effect which causes wrong height determination. It is related to the tip-sample interaction and to the switching between attractive and repulsive regimes (Kühle et al., 1998) .
Sometimes researchers publish articles about new effects and others claim that the observed effects are due to AFM-related artifacts. For example, Azulay and coworkers presented the "comprehensive local probe study", which, from their point of view, "clearly indicates that the dominant transport route in undoped µc-Si:H is in the disordered tissue that encapsulates the crystallites columns" (Azulay et al., 2005) . But Vetushka and coworkers state "a completely different origin of the higher conductivity at the grain boundaries, namely, the influence of surface oxidation induced by the tip when the sample is positively biased" (Vetushka et al., 2010) , i.e. they claim that the observed effect is due to local anodic oxidation, an artifact of Kelvin force microscopy. Another example is the work of Sajanlal and Pradeep, who presented the formation of well-aligned gold nanotriangle arrays on indium tin oxide substrate (Sajanlal & Pradeep, 2008) , but Diao with coworkers state that those triangles are tip artifacts (Diao et al., 2009) . The purpose of this chapter is to show different AFM artifacts relevant to biological specimens, explain their reasons and present a way to avoid them.
Materials and methods
In this section our biological specimens as well as measurement methods are described. As our substrate of choice for biological studies, we use the monocrystalline diamond (MCD) as it is a well-defined and chemically tailorable substrate Rezek et al., 2010) .
Bulk MCD was prepared by chemical vapor deposition and chemically cleaned in acids (97.5 % H 2 SO 4 + 99 % powder KNO 3 ) at 200 °C for 30 minutes. The surface was then hydrogenated at 800 °C for 10 minutes. The MCD substrates were lithographically processed to generate alternating H-and O-terminated patterns of 30 µm widths. A positive photoresist ma-P 1215 (micro resist technology GmbH, Germany) was applied. The MCD substrates with lithography mask were treated in oxygen radio-frequency plasma (300W power, 1 minute process time) to oxidize the surface and hence to generate hydrophilic patterns. Then the sample was rinsed in acetone, photoresist stripper, deionized water and dried by air blow. This process minimized possible surface contamination . The H-/O-termination quality was proved by a scanning electron microscope (SEM; JEOL Superprobe 733). Electronic measurements detected a surface conductivity of 10 -5 S/sq on the H-terminated surfaces (Kozak et al., 2009) . Surfaces with O-termination were highly resistive. The H-terminated diamond is a hydrophobic surface, contact angle ~ 80-100 °. The O-terminated diamond has hydrophilic properties, contact angle ~ 5-20 °.
Proteins were adsorbed on the MCD substrates from 15 % fetal bovine serum (FBS) solution (PAA) in McCoy's 5A medium with stable Glutamine without Phenolred (BioConcept). The serum contains several proteins, usually bovine serum albumin, fibronectin and vitronectin. FBS is heat inactivated (56 °C, 25 min) to destroy the immunological components yet to preserve the proteins. 1 ml of this solution was applied on a diamond surface and in-situ measurements were performed. All experiments were performed at room temperature.
As a common bio-linker, an organosilane layer containing amino-groups (-NH2) was adsorbed on the O-terminated MCD substrate from an organosilane coupling agent N-(6-aminohexyl) aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (AHAPS, purchased in liquid form from Gelest Ltd., UK). The O-terminated MCD substrate was placed into a quartz cuvette filled with AHAPS solution diluted with absolute toluene and left in dark (chemical method) or exposed to UV irradiation (photochemical method) (Kozak et al., 2011) . Both methods of MCD amination were performed for 3 hours at room temperature.
AFM devices from diverse manufactures were used for the study of proteins and the AHAPS layers on the diamond substrates. NTEGRA (NT-MDT) and Dimension (Veeco) AFMs were used, both in tapping mode (TM) and CM as well as in air and in solution. Different types of cantilevers were used, ranging from very soft (k = 0.06 N/m) to very stiff (k = 120 N/m). Ordinary cantilevers with tips r ~ 10 nm (Multi75Al, NSG, CSG) and ultrasharp tips (NTI Europe) were employed.
A critical parameter for any AFM measurement is a set point. The set point value (SP) is the ratio between the amplitude of oscillation during scanning A and the free oscillation amplitude near the surface A 0 . Let us define also SP 0 value as a maximal value of SP which can be used to observe a normal ("true") image. If SP > SP 0 , cantilever will lose contact. The SP value for noninvasive measurements should be slightly lower than SP 0 . If SP«SP 0 and SP ~ 0, the force applied to the tip makes this TM similar to CM in terms of applied force. Set point ratio of SP ~ 0.5-0.7 was used for most of the images unless specified otherwise. Usually, for studies in solution, the SP 0 value for Multi75Al tip is around SP 0 = 0.6-0.7, and SP = 0.5 gives stable image for several scans. After several scans, the tip can adsorb something from the surface (Eaton, 2010) and it is sometimes necessary to recalibrate the frequency and amplitude.
The amplitude of oscillations in TM AFM is another critical parameter. In our study the oscillation amplitude of 20-800 nm was used in air. The amplitude in liquid was in the range of 10-60 nm. Feedback gain (FB) is an important parameter which shows how quickly piezotube will respond to changes in morphology. It is different in different AFM systems. Usually in Ntegra AFM with P8 controller FB ~ 0.1-0.5 was used to prevent oscillations and achieve fast enough piezo-response. The scanned area was as large as 135x135 µm for an overall image to check homogeneity. Small 1x1 µm areas were scanned for high resolution images.
Examples of different artifacts
In this section, a comprehensive set of experiments illustrating diverse AFM artifacts is provided. The main focus is on organic and biological specimens on diamond substrates. Hard substrates such as diamond can increase the possibility of damaging the tip, yet they provide sound background with tailorable properties for studies of molecules and organic specimens in general Hoffmann et al., 2011) .
Artifacts related to the AFM tip and cantilever
The first group of artifacts concerns tip-related artifacts. The AFM sensing element is a cantilever (a flexible plate with force constant k, resonance frequency f and quality factor Q) with a tip (a sharp probe usually with pyramidal shape and radius of curvature r). All these parameters (k, f, Q and r) are important for the measurements.
An AFM image is inherently a convolution of the imaging tip shape with the actual shape of the imaged object (Allen et al., 1992) . Thus, whatever is the sharpness of the tip, one will observe broadening of the sample features. For example, the diameter of DNA (2 nm) (Klinov et al., 2009 ) is much smaller than the tip radius r for ordinary cantilevers (10 nm).
Obtained width values are 10-20 nm for dsDNA studied by normal tip (Maeda, Matsumoto There is a possibility how to get round this problem, for example one can use ultrasharp tips with tip radii ~ 1-2 nm. Some of those tips are based on carbon nanotubes (CNT) (Zhao et al., 2008) or diamond-like needles grown under conditions of low temperature plasma in an atmosphere of CH 4 /H 2 O/Ar (Klinov et al., 2009) . So far, ultrasharp tips cannot be used in liquid because of their relatively high force constant. The development of soft and sharp tips for imaging in liquid would be very helpful for this type of structural analysis (MorenoHerrero et al., 2004) . It was shown that it is possible to make soft AFM cantilevers with a CNT tip, which may be used in liquid, but only measurements in air in CM were shown as an example (I.-C. Chen et al., 2007) . There are sharp silicon probes attached to silicon nitride cantilevers which can operate in liquid, but their tip radii r are still about 8 nm (Shekhawat et al., 2009 ).
Another possibility to reduce the effect of broadening of the picture is to apply the deconvolution procedure to the image (Moreno-Herrero et al., 2004) . The deconvolution procedure estimates the tip shape and subtracts it from the topography image. There are two methods how to do it: using a test sample or "blind" mathematical restoration (Keller & Franke, 1993; Dongmo, 1996) . Measurements of test samples are useful to estimate real tip shape; however, the resolution of this method is limited to the radius of "tips" on the grating. Moreover, during such procedure, the AFM tip can be damaged. There are several ways how to perform "blind" mathematical restoration. A dilation and an erosion are non-linear mathematical operations consisting in an over-and under-estimation of the tip broadening effect which may help to estimate real object's shape. There were made several attempts to use other deconvolution methods and find the "real" topography based on AFM image, for example using similar angle identification (Bernardes-Filho & Assis, 2005) .
In addition to a simple feature broadening, the AFM tip may have several protrusions, the so called double tip. Double tip is a common effect; it can be divided into double-probe, double-tip, triple-tip effect and so on (Y. Chen et al., 2004) . We illustrate this effect on the AHAPS layer on the MCD surface. A periodical structure with the period of d = 20 nm on AHAPS layer on MCD was observed using a new (out of the box) cantilever (Multi75Al, Budget Sensors) (see Fig. 1a ). The first step to check if this is an artifact or not is to change the scan size and scan position. On two consecutive scans, the same periodical structure was observed. But the next scan on a different place without additional changes in scanning parameters didn't reveal periodical structure (see Fig. 1c ). Ultrasharp tips were used on both NTEGRA and Veeco AFM to check that indeed there is no periodical structure. Therefore, we can claim that such periodical structure is an artifact. Hence, even if AFM image is clear and detailed, it still can be an artifact due to tip properties.
For instance, if the tip is damaged during approach or during measurements, one will see repetitive features on the image. The AFM image may contain many triangular features, pairs of features with similar shape and ghost objects (Y. Chen et al., 2004) . During approach on AFM in TM, the amplitude of the cantilever oscillations may became zero or much lower than the Set Point value (see Fig. 2 ). The curves were obtained using NTEGRA AFM, but this effect occurs generally. After approach, the piezotube oscillations can cause oscillations. The optimization of scanning parameters (feedback value, close loop parameters) usually takes some time and during this process oscillations are a common effect. The AFM tip can be damaged during this process. During scanning, the tip can be changed due to collisions on the surface. If a scan size is large or the tip does not get blunt after such event, there is no visible change in the topography image, yet big changes in the phase image and even change of the sign can be observed as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Phase images were obtained in air and in solution. There is one collision event in each image, which causes some changes in phase image. a) The central 2x2 µm area was nanoshaved in CM. During 10x10 µm overscan in TM, the phase contrast changed to the opposite. b) A large scan (50x50 µm) was made to check the homogeneity of the FBS on MCD sample. At some point, the tip hit something on the surface and the phase contrast changed. c) A 135x135 µm scan was made across 30 µm wide hydrogen and oxygen stripes on MCD with FBS layer on it. At some point, the phase contrast was reversed.
If the object height is large enough (for example bigger than several micrometers) the artifact due to the pyramidal shape of the tip can appear as shadows (Hyde, Jacobs & Compton, 2004) . Shadows in AFM images of Escherichia coli K12 were oriented in parallel lines 27° from the direction of the cantilever tilt, regardless of the scan direction (Velegol et al., 2003) . As another example, Fig. 4 shows the topography of organosilane layer photochemically grafted to O-terminated monocrystalline diamond. This image contains shadows near each cluster and the globular particles do not look like a sphere but rather like facetted crystals.
We have seen that feature width is inherently overestimated in AFM. On the other hand, the height of the soft object is usually underestimated (0.7 nm for dsDNA (Maeda et al., 1999) or 1.2 nm (Klinov et al., 2009) ). This is due to the force which is applied to the sample even during TM scanning which results in elastic deformation of DNA and other polymers.
The force constant of the cantilever k plays an important role in such studies. For stiffer cantilevers, the compression is usually higher than for a soft cantilever. For the lower set point value (SP), the compression is usually higher than for higher SP. In non-contact AFM, lower forces are applied than in TM. This method gives better vertical resolution than TM AFM (Maeda et al., 1999) . In this method, AFM tip oscillates near the surface and "the cantilever/tip ensemble is maintained within the long range tail of the attractive surface potential" (Checco et al., 2006) . Nowadays, jumping mode AFM (Moreno-Herrero et al., 2004) can be used to diminish the problem of sample deformation and achieve even better resolution, for example DNA height of 1.7 ± 0.3 nm was measured (Moreno-Herrero et al., 2004) . This value is close to the real one (2 nm), yet it is still smaller. In jumping mode AFM, force versus distance curves Fig. 4 . a) The two-dimensional AFM topography image (10×10 μm) of the organosilane layer photochemically grafted to O-terminated monocrystalline diamond. b) The same data presented in a 3D image with a model of AFM cantilever with finite cone angle. Images were made using Multi75Al cantilever and NTEGRA AFM.
are measured at each point of the measured surface with applied feedback in between. The non-contact and jumping mode AFM are technically challenging methods compared to tapping or contact mode and they are not generally applicable.
Also the resonance frequency of a cantilever plays an important role. Steps in height up to 200 nm were observed at a boundary of H-and O-terminated surface region on MCD in solution using soft cantilever CSG01 oscillated in TM . This is artificial as the real height difference between H/O surfaces is smaller than 1 nm, as obtained using medium frequency NSG01 and Multi75Al cantilevers both in CM and TM. For soft cantilevers such as CSG01 (which properly work in air at f ~ 30 kHz), measurements in TM in solution are not recommended, because oscillations at the first resonance frequency become small and measurements at the second harmonic may cause incorrect height determination . Nevertheless, higher harmonic oscillations can be used to study stiffness of the material (Sahin et al., 2004) .
New AFM methods may appear in the nearest future, for example based on very soft polymers cantilevers (Calleja et al., 2005) . True atomic resolution imaging of muscovite mica by a frequency modulated atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) in water was recently demonstrated using a low noise all-fiber interferometer as the deflection sensor (Rasool et al., 2010) . Contact resonance imaging (force modulation mode) is applicable for measurements of soft and sticky samples because in this case the sample and the tip are always in contact (Wadu-Mesthrige et al., 2001) . Combined frequency and force modulated AFM was suggested but not tried yet (Solares, 2007) . Amplitude-modulated AFM was used to determine the morphology and the compositional variations of surfaces in their natural environment. The applications in biology, polymer science and microelectronics illustrate the potential of phase-imaging force microscopy for nanoscale analysis Garfias-García et al., 2008) . Magnetic alternating current mode AFM is a very useful tool to image soft materials in liquid, where ordinary TM is difficult due to poor resonance of the cantilever (Ge et al., 2007) .
The AFM cantilever can cause artifacts not only due to the tip shape and force constant, but also due to the lever shape and the laser light position. For example, experimental results show a nonlinear relationship between the detected signal and the actual deflection of the cantilever. There are at least 8 possible sources for such nonlinearity, but the main reason of this artifact is the shape and intensity distribution of the laser light hitting the detector (Thormann, Pettersson & Claesson, 2009) . If the sample is too bright and the laser spot is too large, one can see laser interference patterns. Readjusting the laser or using low-coherence laser sources can reduce this problem (Eaton, 2010) .
Artifacts related to the AFM scanner
Another group of artifacts are those related to a piezoscanner that moves the tip and/or sample in AFM. The piezoelectric creep and edge overshoot are well known artifacts (Eaton, 2010) . For example, just after setting up the tip, adjusting laser, setting sample and approaching the tip to the sample one can observe piezoelectric creep and changes in the oscillation amplitude of the tip. The best way to solve these problems is to wait for some time (up to 30 min). After reaching equilibrium, these problems will disappear in most cases. These problems are smaller, yet still present with an active closed loop scanner system. The active closed loop can also cause additional piezotube oscillations, which sometimes makes it impossible to use high feedback values needed for efficiently fast tracking of the surface and therefore should be switched off in such cases.
In the case of a commonly employed piezotube scanner, the piezoelectric tube bends during measurements and this effect causes z position error and introduces background curvatures. For flat samples, it is easy to correctly subtract the artificial curvatures, but for patterned structures with big feature height it is very difficult. The degree of curvature depends not only on the scan size and scan speed, but also on the x-y offset and z position, making it impossible to correctly subtract the curvatures.
When scanning feedback gains are too high, the scanner can oscillate, generating highfrequency periodic noise in the image, which is sometimes even audible. This may occur throughout the image or be localized to features with steep slopes. However, when feedback gains are too low, the tip cannot track the surface, and features will be distorted and smeared out (Ricci & Braga, 2003) . With a low feedback value and quite fast scanning speed, the piezotube response in z-direction is not fast enough, so one can observe different object shapes depending on the scanning directions.
An example of this problem is presented in Fig. 5 , where oscillations at FB = 0.1 are clearly visible and they do not disappear after lowering the feedback to FB = 0.05. At this value, the feedback does not follow the surface well. So, no good image can be obtained in such conditions.
Other effects from this group are thermal drift and hysteresis nonlinearity. AFM with three dimensional feedback control loops are able to minimize these effects, but these feedback controllers are often not designed to deal with the highly resonant nature of an AFM's scanner nor with the cross coupling between various axes (Mahmood & Moheimani, 2009 ). The extension of features in the scanning direction, positive and negative noise peaks, positive and negative sticking effects were presented (Gainutdinov & Arutyunov, 2001) . Fig. 5 . The AFM image of FBS layer on MCD surface was measured in solution using Multi75Al cantilever and NTEGRA AFM. At FB = 0.1 oscillations, which reduce the quality of the image, were clearly visible. At FB = 0.05, the oscillations were still visible, and features were distorted. a) topography image, b) phase image.
Artifacts related to the sample properties
The next group of artifacts appears due to specific properties of a sample. For example, the sample can drift in one direction even if it is well attached to the sample holder. If this drift is due to thermal drift, one can reduce it by stabilizing the temperature. If it is due to other reasons, one can scan faster (Eaton, 2010) . If the sample is too sticky or too soft, an artifact due to multiple probe-sample contact points occurs (Morton et al., 2003; Sokolov, 2007) . This problem is highly relevant to cells studies (Touhami, Jericho & Beveridge, 2004) . If the sample is nonconductive, electrostatic charge can be stored and generate long range forces, and the AFM image may thus not correspond to topography (Miyazaki et al., 2000; Verveniotis et al., 2011) . Note that the charge distribution measured by Kelvin force microscopy may not fully correspond to real charge distribution (Lambert et al., 2003) .
Artifacts related to the interaction between tip and sample
The last group of artifacts is related to the interaction between the tip and the sample. One such well known effect is a "contrast reversal" artifact. The artifact occurs when the oscillating cantilever is in an attractive or repulsive mode according to the dominant tipsample interaction mechanism (Kühle et al., 1998) . If during scanning the attractive regime switches to the repulsive one, one can observe strange contours, unexpected height shifts, and changes of the apparent resolution in the acquired images. Contact resonance imaging (Wadu-Mesthrige et al., 2001) may be a good replacement of TM in that case. Fig. 6 shows an example of the "contrast reversal" artifact during measurements of the AHAPS layer on the MCD surface using an ultrasharp AFM tip and very soft tapping mode (SP = 0.98*SP 0 ). It looks like there are holes in the center of high objects. The explanation is that in some points AFM changes regimes from a repulsive to an attractive one and then back again to the repulsive. SP/SP 0 may differ across the sample, thus this artifact may be present only in one part of the image. Fig. 6 . The AFM image of the AHAPS layer on the MCD surface was observed using ultrasharp tip (NTI Europe). At the top part, a lot of 5 nm objects look like 2-3 nm holes on the surface. This artifact is due changes from repulsive to attractive regime. Usually conditions for such effect are SP 0 ~ SP, SP > SP 0 at the top part and SP < SP 0 at the bottom part.
Another example was observed on the FBS layer on the MCD sample as shown in Fig. 7 . At the bottom part of the image, SP is setup a bit lower than SP 0 and the measurements are carried out well. But during scanning the tip accumulates something on it and gets heavier. This causes a drop in A 0 and, therefore, increase in SP. Fig. 7 illustrates the frequency shift and amplitude reduction during measurements. ΔA indicates a drop in the amplitude of oscillations due to the adsorption of material on the tip. Eventually, SP will be equal to SP 0 and the image will be blurred or even the intermittent contact will be lost. This means that one should change SP value correspondingly to changes in SP 0 . Such artifacts may appear during AFM study especially when measurements are performed in liquid, where the Q factor of cantilever is low, and on a soft material, which can be easily removed by tip.
The contamination of the tip should be considered in nanoshaving experiments that are used to study thin protein layers . In this method, the first image is made in CM, and second is made in TM. One can obtain deep hole in the layer, but if one continues to perform TM measurements, one will observe the reduction of the layer height due to the tapping mode nanoshaving . If the bottom surface is not very clean or well visible, one can think that the hole is filled with proteins. Only larger overview scan can prove that there is no such effect. The easiest way to define the layer height and get around this problem with tapping mode nanoshaving is to use a single TM scan with small amplitude.
The tapping mode nanoshaving effect can also cause blurring of the topography images. In this case, the layer is partially destroyed during the first TM scan. Tapping mode nanoshaving leads to blurring of the image. It is important to make a high resolution scan before making an overall image, because the tip may become blunt during the overall scan. The proper order is to make two high resolution images on two differently terminated areas of the surface, for example H-and Oterminated diamond surfaces, and then to define the position of those areas using the big scan. The problem which usually occurs is that it is not possible to find out where the initial fine scans were made, because positions of fine scans were too close to the H/O-border.
A very important factor for AFM imaging is also the tip surface chemistry. If the tip is not contaminated, but its surface has been modified, for example with liquid 1-decanethiol, this tip will not work the same way as a clean tip (Nie & McIntyre, 2007) . It was observed that in this case the cantilever amplitude will be unstable and AFM images become noisy. Under such conditions, the amplitude change is dominated by the extra forces induced by the active material loaded on the tip apex, overwhelming the amplitude change caused by the geometry of the sample surface, thus resulting in noise in the image (Nie & McIntyre, 2007) .
In the case of tip contaminations, the debris particles may partially detach from the tip and may, during the scan, leave a diagonal track in the image that could be erroneously interpreted as a surface feature. Telltale signs in this case are the instabilities and glitches in the feedback signal that occur each time the particle is dragged along (Ricci & Braga, 2003) . Fig. 8 is an example of such an effect. In this case, dust particles were moved on the MCD surface during a measurement. Traces of the dragged particles are clearly visible in the phase image (Fig. 8b) , in contrast to the topography image (Fig. 8a ).
During scanning one should keep SP a bit lower than SP 0 to obtain good contact and to avoid high pressure. However, SP 0 is often much lower than the recommended SP value for scanning, e.g. with ultrasharp tips (NTI Europe) and NTEGRA AFM (NT-MDT) SP 0 = 0.7, while recommended SP=0.95. This means that one may break the ultrasharp tip even before getting the image. Blurred images may be obtained with high SP ratio (recommended value) and increased interaction between the tip and the surface will break the very tip.
One of the most important artifacts related to the tip-sample interaction is the flying tip artifact (Eaton, 2010) . In this case feedback loop is not adequate and the tip does not follow the sample. Usually increase in feedback gain, reduction of the setpoint and slowing down the scanning speed helps. But if not, which is often the case when studying soft protein layers, there is no straightforward solution to this problem. For example, it is difficult to obtain good images of weakly attached cells due to the interaction between the cantilever and the cell membrane. Another possible reason for bad contact between the tip and the sample is the electrostatic interaction between the tip and the sample, as in the case of charged sample which was described in Section 3.3. The grounding of both conductive and not conductive samples usually helps in this situation. Fig. 8 . AFM micrographs of the MCD surface which was dirty after insufficient cleaning. The dust was easily moveable on the surface when using TM AFM. The linear traces are observed in the phase image (b), but not in the topography (a).
Artifact related to the interference between specimen grating and the scan raster of AFM
AFM artifacts can usually be easily discerned in the images. But sometimes, well looking AFM images may be an artifact as described in Section 3.1. For example, there are a lot of publications where images with moiré -interference between the specimen grating and the scan raster of the AFM (Su et al., 2005) -are shown and ways to remove them are proposed. In this case, the topography image does not correspond to the real topography of the specimen.
An example of the moiré artifact on MCD surface measured in TM is presented in Fig. 9 . This wave structure is not reproducible and direction of waves depends on scanning parameters. Therefore we can claim that this wave structure is the moiré artifact, not topography. 
Solutions how to avoid artifacts

The tip shape
The first step which one has to do to obtain an AFM image is to approach the surface. This initial tip approach to the surface must be performed carefully as the approach itself may "crash" the tip even in TM (see Fig. 10 ). One should monitor the amplitude during the approach so that it does not drop to 0. Fig. 2a shows that the amplitude of oscillations drops to 0 and the tip runs into surface. If the feedback value is too high during approach, the tip will start to oscillate immediately after the tip-surface interaction is established ("contact") (see Fig. 2b ). These oscillations may damage the tip as well. After these events, the tip may become blunt. To estimate the force which is applied to the tip during this event one can assume that the tip is pressed against the surface for a distance equal to the expected amplitude. Roughly, this corresponds to the force which is applied to the cantilever during CM measurements, for example ~ 600 nN for NSG cantilevers.
The best way to get around this problem is to do approach in several steps. First, a fast approach with SP > SP 0 for ordinary cantilevers should be made. At this point, the cantilever starts to feel the surface and its resonance frequency changes. After that, it is important to make tuning of the cantilever again to adjust the amplitude and the frequency and make the approach again with the required set point and lower speed. "Safe" approach on the final step is also recommended. Contact mode approach is not recommended because of the high force applied to the tip during the first contact with the surface.
Tapping and contact mode approaches can be less destructive for the tip if used in the "safe" approach mode, where, after each step made by the motor, the piezotube extends and shrinks back and the software checks whether the set point is already reached and only after that if it is safe for the tip the next step by motor is made. Although safe for the cantilever, it is a slow way to approach the surface.
Just after approach, the tip quality is usually the best and therefore the image quality is the best one can achieve with that particular tip. This means that the first images are the most important. For example the result presented in Fig. 1 shows a periodical structure which was observed during the first and the second scan. That periodical structure maybe a real www.intechopen.com structure and the tip has a needle which was extremely sharp (Fig. 11a) , but since neither an ultrasharp tip (NTI Europe) using both NTEGRA AFM (Fig. 1c) and Veeco (Fig. 1d) later could see such periodicity, nor SEM resolved it, we have concluded that this structure is an artifact. Moreover, features are not duplicated and this periodical structure disappears after several images yet the quality of the image was quite good, i.e. the tip did not become blunt. Therefore, this should be an artifact of the tip. The main reason for such an effect may be a doubled tip, but this case is more complicated, because there is a fine scratch (black line) which is not doubled and there are also a lot of AHAPS clusters which are single. Fig. 11 illustrates two models which may explain such a periodical structure with single line. There is small probability that the Multi75Al tip was very sharp (r ~ 1 nm) after approach and there is such fine structure on the surface. After several scans tip radius increased up to r ~ 10 nm and periodical structure became invisible. But most probable version is that the tip had two or four sharp needles and after several scans one of them broke. Fig. 11 . Two models which may explain periodical structure. a) The extremely sharp tip Multi75Al (nominal r = 10 nm) which is sharper than ultrasharp tip (NTI Europe) became normal tip (r = 10 nm) after collision. b) Double tip with sharp needles became normal tip after collision.
The changes in tip's shape during measurements are very important to watch for. In Fig. 3 several phase images with collision event are shown. Such events usually occur when the tip hits a high object on the surface. When the tip hits such an object, it can become blunt or it can dislodge particles from the surface and these particles can become attached to the tip (see Fig. 12 ). In this case, the mass of the tip is changed, leading to changes in the resonance frequency and the amplitude of oscillation and, therefore, to offset in phase shift between Fig. 12 . Collision events, which can cause some changes in phase image. The tip can become blunt or it can dislodge particles from the surface and these particles can become attached to the tip. the resonance and the driving frequency. The changes in surface chemistry (e.g. protein on the tip surface) can cause different energy dissipation and, therefore, changes in the interaction between the tip and the surface and also changes in the phase contrast. On the other hand, if the tip does not become too blunt or the scan size is quite large, no changes in the topography will be observed. There is no general way how to avoid such effects, except for avoiding sharp and/or hard features on the surface.
As the changes in the tip shape can cause reversal of phase contrast, it is important to somehow calibrate the phase contrast during the measurements. One possibility is to have standard objects on the surface with a known phase contrast and measure them before and after the experiment. Another possibility is to use the same tip for all the measurements and monitor whether the tip has changed or not. Since after several images the tip may get blunt, it is better to use diamond or diamond-coated tips to control the phase contrast.
If the tip radius is bigger than the object size, the tip broadening effect will occur and the object will appear bigger than it is . If the tip radius is bigger than the distance between the nearest objects, the tip does not touch the substrate between the two objects and, therefore, both objects will be recognized as one bigger object (see Fig. 13b ). The best way to avoid this artifact is to use sharp tips with r lower than the average feature size.
There are two main parameters which define the tip shape: the tip radius and the pyramidal or cone shape of the tip. The latter can cause an artifact when the tip is used to study high features. In Fig. 4 , one can see that different objects have similar edge shape. The main reason for this effect is the tip shape, i.e. that the cone angle is not zero (see Fig. 14) . The best way to avoid this artifact is to use cantilever with aspect ratio as high as possible. Fig. 13 . The tip broadening artifact. a) In case of a sharp tip, the object looks slightly bigger than it is. b) In case of a blunt tip, objects look much bigger than they are, two objects may look like one large object.
Fig. 14. The model which described edge shape of high object based on tip shape and finite cone angle.
It was shown that the tip is the main part of AFM which determines the image quality. The sharpest tips are seemingly the best choice, but they have a lot of disadvantages in particular for studies in biology. For example, most of the ultrasharp tips cannot work in solution. NP-STT cantilevers from Veeco have a second, shorter tip which is also formed near the main tip as result of the process used to create the sharper tip. Those cantilevers should be used for flat samples otherwise one will observe "twins" due to the double tip. For ultrasharp cantilevers used in air in tapping mode, SP ~ 0.95 should be used, so the strength of the tip does not allow any measurements in CM and nanoshaving. If the radius of the tip is small, it can penetrate the cell membrane (H. You, 2000) . Ultrasharp cantilevers are also significantly more expensive than ordinary cantilevers.
There are several methods that can improve the tip quality. When the tip is hit against the surface it becomes better (sharper, without double tip, etc.) or it will become blunt. The easiest way to hit the surface is to cause strong tip oscillation close to the surface for example by increasing feedback gain (FB = 2-10). To improve the quality of a contaminated tip one can use UV-light treatment that produces ozone and removes organic debris (Thundat et al., 1993) , piranha solution (mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide) (Lo et al., 1999) , hydrogen, oxygen and argon plasma etching (Chapman, 1980) or CO 2 snow which removes organic debris from the surface because of a transient formation of liquid CO 2 (Hills, 1995) .
The cantilever spring constant k
The choice of a cantilever spring constant depends on a particular system under study. For various applications cantilevers with different spring constants should be used. One can use very soft cantilevers (k << 0.01 N/m), sometimes made from polymers, for biosensor applications (Calleja et al., 2005) . Usually those cantilevers do not have any tip. The working part of the cantilever is its whole surface, which can be modified and used as a sensor for example to study the interaction between lysozyme molecules (Ukraintsev et al., 2007) .
Soft cantilevers (k = 0.06 N/m) are typically used for force spectroscopy measurements (Kransnoslobodtsev et al., 2005) . When these cantilevers are used to study topography several artifacts can appear. Due to low resonance frequency, these cantilevers have low quality factor Q, especially in solution, so these cantilevers do not oscillate well on the first resonance frequency and one has to use the second harmonic, which causes an improper height determination . For samples with properties similar in every point it usually does not cause any problem and even higher resolution can be achieved than when measuring on higher harmonic (Giessibl, 2006) , but for samples with different surface chemistry it may not work. To avoid such artifacts, stiffer cantilevers should be used.
The cantilevers with spring constant k ~ 1 N/m can be used to study living cells in-situ (P. Chen et. al, 2009 ). Such tips are often the best choice for nanoshaving experiments on biological samples.
The stiff cantilevers with high spring constant (k = 40 N/m) are usually used in air for most of the studies. Sometimes they are too stiff and easily penetrate protein layer or cell (Kwon et al., 2009 ).
The even stiffer cantilevers (k = 120 N/m), for example made from diamond, can be used on hard samples or for cutting of biological material (H. X. You & Yu, 1999) . Such tips are often the best choice for nanoshaving experiments on chemically synthesized samples with high layer rigidity, on which the interaction between the layer and the substrate is much higher than for biological samples.
The pressure applied to the sample depends on the applied force and the active surface area, i.e. the tip shape. One needs to take care of the tip shape, because blunt tips will change the forces and pressures needed for cell penetration.
The stiffer the cantilever, the more energy injects the tip to the sample during each approach cycle. This energy is equal to ΔE = 2π 2 c t A 2 f, where c t is the total damping coefficient, A -the amplitude, and f -the frequency (S.-M. Lin & C.-C. Lin, 2009 ). The total energy of the tip is E = ½kA 2 . Q factor is defined as Q = 2πE/ΔE and drastically depends on a medium due to changes in c t and depends on the distance between the tip and the surface (Naik, 2003) . In liquid, usually Q<10, but if only part of the tip is inside the liquid, Q may reach 100 (LeDue et al., 2009 ). The decrease in frequency and Q factor is typical for cantilevers in liquid compared to vacuum or air (Reed et al., 2009) .
FBS layer or weakly attached cells) to move objects on the surface, this cantilever will remove the protein layer or move the weakly attached cell. In air, Q is higher and ΔE is lower than in liquid. This means that stiff and very stiff cantilevers (k ~ 40 N/m) may be used in air, but not in liquid for soft matter on hard surfaces.
The amplitude of cantilever oscillation A
If the amplitude of cantilever oscillation A is increased the quality factor of cantilever oscillation Q is also increased. This is very important when study is performed in liquid (Q < 10). With low amplitude (A ~ 10 nm), it is difficult to get stable performance of AFM and make a good image. The increase in amplitude will lead to better resolution and lower noise, but will also increase the size of the smallest object which can be observed. This is the reason why all studies on subnanometer scale are performed with very low amplitude and often in UHV. In some cases, the RMS signal instead of the MAG signal for feedback signal in TM allows one to obtain a better image.
Measurements with high amplitude may result in tapping mode nanoshaving ). To avoid this artifact, softer cantilevers or smaller amplitude should be used. But softer cantilevers may cause the "contrast reversal" artifact, and smaller amplitude may reduce the resolution of the image. Hence, a compromise must be found in each specific case. For protein-diamond samples studied in solution, cantilevers with k ~ 3 N/m and the amplitude of oscillation 10-60 nm are the optimal choice.
The set point value SP and the feedback value FB
Small changes in the AFM set point can dramatically change the acquired image due to changes between the attractive and repulsive modes, i.e. the "contrast reversal" artifact. To avoid this artifact, one should use a lower SP value. On the other hand, a switching vibrating cantilever mode was proposed to enhance the contrast on flat multi-phase samples as switching depends on the difference in the material properties of the phases (Kühle et al., 1998) . A switching vibrating cantilever mode is similar to jumping mode AFM (Sotres et al., 2007) . It is based on placing the feedback set point in the repulsive electrical double-layer curve just before the mechanical instability occurs, i.e. there is no mechanical contact between the tip and the sample at any time. This method was used to image single biomolecules in aqueous media (Sotres et al., 2007) .
It is often recommended to use a set-point value as high as possible (close to SP 0 ), but this is relevant only for the measurement on "clean" samples, from which nothing can become attached to the tip. When measuring in solution on soft matter, the best way to avoid this effect is to use SP ~ 0.9 * SP 0 and slightly reduce SP if image gets blurred. It is not recommended to use very low SP value because in this case the imaging is invasive and image gets blurred due to the interaction with tip.
It is also important to choose the appropriate scanning feedback value. This is not straightforward, because the reduction of the FB value may cause blurring of the topography image, but increasing may lead to oscillations and additional noise on the topography image and even to loss of the contrast in phase image.
Measurements of tall features
The scanning range, the image mode and the tip shape influence such cell characteristics as cellular volume and ultrastructural roughness (Wu et al., 2008) . True morphology can be partially reconstructed using procedures based on tip shape estimation (Keller & Franke, 1993) . In many cases the simple mathematical procedure such as subtraction of the smoothed data from the original data greatly improves the image contrast and quality (Kienberger et al., 2006) . This method is applicable not only for tall objects, but also for small particles on a flat surface.
For measurements of tall features with height close to the range of the Z-scanner piezotube, one can use the following technique. Usually AFM is adjusted to the middle of the Zscanner range after the tip is approached to the surface. For flat and leveled samples this means that only half of the range of the piezotube is available for height measurements. For tall objects, it is thus better to level the sample first and then to approach so that the whole range of piezotube can be used to measurements.
Conclusions
Various AFM methods and literature data relevant to the characterization of biological specimens were reviewed in this chapter. Diverse AFM artifacts that arise during AFM characterization of such soft matter samples were illustrated by measurements of FBS proteins and AHAPS linker molecules on diamond substrates. The artifacts were divided into four categories: artifacts related to the tip, to the scanner, to the sample and artifacts related to the interaction between them. Various effects in AFM morphology and AFM phase data were demonstrated and their physical origins were explained based on the schematic models.
Possible artifacts related to feature height and other specific structural, chemical, and electronic properties of the samples were considered. Sub-nanometer roughness of monocrystalline diamond substrates provided well-defined background for the AFM study of organic molecules. Moreover, the possibility of tailoring diamond surface properties by modifying surface atoms and linking molecules (for example AHAPS with NH 2 groups) opens prospects for broader applications in biological studies.
The influence of the tip shape, cantilever spring constant, amplitude of tip oscillations, feedback and set point values on the reliability of AFM characterization were also discussed. We showed how to choose a proper cantilever depending on the specific sample and characteristics of interest. Every cantilever has its own application area. In summary, soft cantilevers (k ~ 0.06 N/m) are the best choice for force spectroscopy measurements and stiffer cantilevers (1-120 N/m) should be used for nanoshaving experiments on biological and chemically synthesized samples. Cantilevers with k ~ 3 N/m are the most suitable for in-situ measurements of proteins . Several further guidelines how to obtain reliable AFM characteristics of molecules and cells were presented. Different ways to avoid artifacts such as tapping mode nanoshaving, negative contrast, or image blurring were described. The presented work may thus help researchers to optimize and better understand AFM measurements and to avoid incorrect conclusions.
